Have a million t-shirts and a pile of good intentions? Want to ship them to Africa but worried Bill Easterly will yell at you? This handy pocket chart will help you decide if you should send, sell, or trash the Stuff We Don’t Want.

**SWEDOW Flow Chart (2.0)**

Start Here

- **Is the stuff needed?**
  - Yes: **Is it needed more somewhere else?**
    - Yes: **Can the stuff be sold here?**
      - Yes: **Send it**
      - No: **Sell it. Send the cash to buy local.**
    - No: **Sell it.**
  - No: **Throw it out.**

- **Is it available locally (over there)?**
  - Yes: **Can the stuff be sold here?**
    - Yes: **Send it**
    - No: **Sell it.**
  - No: **Can the transport cost better spent elsewhere?**
    - Yes: **Sell it. Donate the money.**
    - No: **Throw it out.**